The Latino-Hispanic American Experience
Arte Público Hispanic Historical Collection Series 1

Your Library Can Own a Piece of History
EBSCO enables librarians to acquire this valuable collection with a single payment and a small yearly access/hosting fee.

The Arte Público Hispanic Historical Collection: Series 1 digital collection presents historical content pertaining to U.S. Hispanic history, literature and culture. This collection draws its content from the “Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary Heritage Project,” which is the largest national program to locate, identify, preserve and disseminate Latino-Hispanic culture of the United States in its written form since colonial times until 1960.

Arte Público Hispanic Historical Collection: Series 1 includes:
- 60,000 historical articles
- Hundreds of political and religious pamphlets and broadsides
- Complete texts of over 1,100 historical books of Hispanic literature, political commentary and culture
- Content written in Spanish (80%) and English (20%)
- Content indexed and searchable in Spanish and English

Arte Público Hispanic Historical Collection: Series 1 includes content from:
- Books/Monographs
- Editorials and Essays
- Periodicals
- Pamphlets
- And more...

Content is presented through a state-of-the-art viewer—see reverse side for details

Contact EBSCO to learn how you can make this resource available as part of your permanent collection.

Phone: 800.653.2726 | Email: information@ebscohost.com

www.ebscohost.com/archives
Explore the Past in a New Way

with the Digital Archives Viewer

EBSCO has developed a customized viewer for historical digital archive content. Archive content is presented through an innovative and dynamic digital interface, enabling scholars and students to interact with the material in new ways. The Digital Archive Viewer replicates the experience of browsing and reading original archival material, while simultaneously allowing for keyword searching, manipulation of page views, note-taking capabilities and various download options.

Many ways to navigate –
by Table of Contents, turning pages, or via EBSCO’s exclusive Page Map feature.

The viewer includes
a wide range of features
and functionality
designed to best meet
the needs of users:

- Search within documents
- Multiple navigation options (through the Table of Contents, turning pages feature, or via EBSCO’s exclusive Page Map)
- Ability to limit results by major information sources and document types to quickly hone in on the most desired content source
- Unique Hover feature allows users to hover over the Result List to view citation excerpts
- Searched keywords highlighted in text
- Differs between direct OCR and “fuzzy” matches
- Easy zoom-in for detailed close-up views of documents, and the ability to rotate page images
- View one or two pages simultaneously
- Unique Page Note feature allows users to take notes related to a particular page in the text, save it for future reference, and email it to others
- Cross-search databases on EBSCOhost for related articles and texts

For more information, contact your EBSCO Sales Representative:
1-800-653-2726 or email information@ebscohost.com

www.ebscohost.com/archives